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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks play an im-
portant part on Internet of Things (IoT) but its im-
plementation must take into account some constraints
of the wireless devices that conform the network.
Some of the biggest constrains are the limited power
sources this kind of nodes rely on and unreliable
wireless links, so it is imperative to implement differ-
ent mechanisms for topology control and Self-healing
to extend the network’s lifetime. We proposed and
implemented using Contiki OS and Matlab a multi-
layered algorithm that: creates the topology for the
network, divides in clusters the network, selects a
Cluster Head (CH) and puts to sleep the Non-CHs
nodes (preserving the battery of them) and finally
implement a mechanism that creates disjoint paths
and recovers when a parent of a node dies.

I. Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a wireless net-
work created with autonomous devices disposed on a cer-
tain area that, using sensors, monitor physical or ambi-
ent conditions. A WSN has a gateway (or border router)
that communicates the WSN with other networks, for
example common IP networks. The WSN has routing
protocols that enable all the nodes of the network to
work as routers so the data gathered from a sensor node
can be sent to the gateway by internal routing. If the
gateway has an Internet connection the information from
the variables sensed by the nodes can be accessed online.
This kind of networks use different wireless protocols like
Wi-Fi (IEEE802.11) or IEEE802.15.4 operating mostly
on the the 2.4GHz band.

The WSN are normally deployed on remote locations
with no connection to a electrical line (for instance a
WSN deployed on a remote crop to monitor humidity,

light, PH of the ground) so they normally operate with
a limited power source such as batteries. This limitation
could present several problems over all the network; for
example one of the most sensible scenarios is when a
node that is central on the network and routes informa-
tion of many nodes (acting as a routing father) depletes
its energy source, this would disconnect all the nodes
connected to him from the network, resulting on: packet
loss, and energy waste on a big portion of the network.
To address the limited energy on the nodes, and

stopping network disconnection problems, different al-
gorithms can be implemented to extend the lifetime
of the network [1]. On this paper we present and an
extension of the algorithm DACA - Disjoint Path and
Clustering Algorithm for Self-Healing WSN [2] on which
we aim to extend the lifetime of the network by selecting
a subset of nodes that will be working normally while
the other nodes that are not selected would be on low-
power mode and stay as back up nodes. We extend
DACA and implement it over a real nodes using different
techniques adapted to real hardware using Contiki OS1

(the Operative System running on the nodes).
To explain the development of the presented solution

we divide this document as follows: On section II we
present the proposed algorithm based on DACA and
we explain briefly each of the layers of the algorithm,
on section III we explain the implementation of every
technique used on the algorithm, on section IV we
present the tests and results over simulation and a real
WSN and finally on section V we conclude the results of

1http://www.contiki-os.org/



the work.

II. Algorithm

On WSN several nodes sense variables like temper-
ature that do not necessarily change substantially on
small distances. This makes that different sets nodes
send the exact same information creating redundant
data, so the purpose of this algorithm is to select a subset
a node that can cover a specific area where it is assumed
that the variables sensed do not change drastically,
additionally it implements mechanisms to recover from
certain faults and re-executes itself dynamically when
the fault is detected so that it can be corrected.

This algorithm proposed is based on DACA [2] and
is shown on Figure 1. The algorithm has a mixed dis-
tributed and centralized approach. Some of the tech-
niques here proposed were implemented over Matlab
software (this would be centralized) and others are im-
plemented directly over the nodes using the operative
system Contiki on a distributed manner. To connect the
nodes running Contiki with Matlab software we imple-
mented a UDP communication that would allow Matlab
to send configuration messages, this communication will
be expanded later on.

As follows we will explain the different steps or layers
in which is divided the algorithm:

1) Topology construction: Initially the nodes start
the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and
Lossy Networks (RPL) to create a network topol-
ogy and to maintain it. After a small time the
nodes start to gather data from all the sensors and
then they send it to the Host PC through a UDP
connection, this messages include the voltage level
of the battery and are sent periodically.

2) Cluster Definition: Assuming that all the posi-
tions of all the nodes on the network are known, we
execute K-means Algorithm on Matlab assigning
each node to a new specific cluster.

3) CHs Selection: We then update the battery level
of the nodes with the report messages that are
being sent from each node periodically through
UDP. Using the battery level value of the nodes
and the approximate coverage area of each node
(where measured variables do not change drasti-
cally) we select a node from each cluster. Therefor,
PSO algorithm is executed to select a node that

Figure 1: Contiki Network Stack

will become the Cluster Head (CH) on each cluster,
maximizing the coverage area of the whole network
while taking into account the battery levels of each
node.

4) Topology reconstruction: After the CHs are se-
lected on Matlab we send a configuration messages
to all the nodes indicating if they are selected or
not as CH. The non-CHs will: enter a low power
mode, stop sensing and sending information and
become a leaf node (a node that does not have
children or route information). Now the protocol
RPL running on the nodes will re-arrange the
topology of the network taking into account the
new leaf nodes.

5) Disjoint path construction: Now that the CHs
were selected and the topology is stable we stop
RPL execution on all the nodes and then construct
the disjoint paths for each node so that the nodes
have alternate routes to reach the sink in case its
own parent dies.



6) Dead Node Detection and Correction: To
finish we use a simple heartbeat on the CHs so
that every node can check the status of its parent
and if it dies use a disjoint path and advertise the
user that the parent is dead. Now the algorithm is
re-executed from the cluster definition to re-select
CHs excluding the dead node from the possible
selection.

III. Implementation

Over this section the implementation of each of the
layers of the algorithm is explained. To implement the
algorithm we used the architecture shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Architecture proposed

On this architecture we can see a 6LoWPAN network
made of N nodes and a Border-Router that is connected
to the Host PC through a USB connection. We used
tunslip6 tool on the host to bridge all the IP traffic
between the host and the border router over the serial
interface (in this case USB). Tunslip6 creates a virtual
network interface called tun0 on the Host PC and uses
SLIP (serial line internet protocol) to encapsulate and
route all the IP traffic to and from the other side of the
serial line.

As noted before the implementation of the algorithm
is partially done over the nodes and another part is
implemented on a Host PC using the software tool
Matlab. We wanted to have IPv6 addresses over the
nodes so that the communication with other IP networks
could be done seamlessly and all of the nodes could
be reached easily from a different network, to achieve
this we implemented 6LoWPAN protocol over the WSN.

This protocol is an adaptation layer that enables to send
IPv6 packages over IEEE802.15.4 networks [3].
It is interesting to note that, thanks 6LoWPAN pro-

tocol, just by having an Internet connection on the Host
PC and public IPv6 addresses all the nodes on the
network can be reached from anywhere on the internet.
Using IPv6 protocol we now can send UDP packages
from Matlab with the desired configurations to a specific
node on the network with just knowing the IPv6 address
of the node. To implement 6LoWPAN, UDP and IPv6 we
used Contiki, this open source operative system for IoT
is specially designed for networked, memory-constrained
and power constrained wireless devices [4]. A diagram of
the network stack of Contiki including only the protocols
used and modified for this implementations is shown on
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Contiki Network Stack

On the following subsections we will explain the im-
plementation of each layer of the algorithm.

A. Topology Construction

To construct the network topology we implemented
RPL (IPv6 routing protocol for low power and lossy
networks) [5] designed by the IETF specially for Low
Power and Lossy Networks (LNNs) using Contiki OS.
The basic goal of RPL is to provide efficient rout-
ing paths for different traffic patterns like Multipoint-
to-point (MP2P), point-to-potin (P2P) and Point-to-



multipoint (P2MP) on LLNs. This protocol is a distance
vector routing protocol that synergizes well with IPv6.
On RPL the protocol starts when the Sink node

builds a destination Oriented Directed Acyclic graph
(DODAG) routed towards him (the DODAG-root or
Sink). The DAGs on RPL are optimized using an Ob-
jective Function (OF), this function can be changed
depending on what is going to be optimized, on this
paper we implemented the Minimum Rank with Hys-
teresis Objective Function (MRHOF). This OF uses the
Expected Transmissions metric (ETX) as routing metric,
the same metric used several others routing protocols
such as Collection Tree Protocol (CTP). Using this
metric the protocol calculates a node’s relative position
with respect to the DODAG-root, this is called Rank.
The rank increases as the node moves away from the
root on the DAG and decreases on the other direction.

To maintain the topology of the network RPL specifi-
cation defines four types of control messages as ICMPv6
information messages with a requested type of 155. This
are the RPL control messages:

1) DODAG Information Objects (DIO) are the main
source of routing control information. It contains
information like the current Rank of the node, the
IPv6 address of the root, etc.

2) Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) mes-
sages are used to support downward traffic. Each
child node upon joining to a DAG sends a DAO
message to its parents.

3) DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) messages
are used to request DIO messages from a reachable
neighbor.

4) DAO-ACK messages are sent by a DAO recipient
in response to a DAO message.[5]

RPL specifies two different modes of Downward traffic
(From the Sink to a node): Fully stateful or Fully source
routed. On stateful mode all the nodes have a routing
table with the addresses of their children and another
one for their parents. on Source routed the nodes only
have a table for their parents, so on downward traffic the
root has to know the complete routes to each node. We
selected fully stateful on our implementation.

To start the topology creation a SLIP bridge interface
is created between the Border-Router and the Host PC,
when the Border-router detects the interface is up he

will now become the DODAG-root and will create a new
DODAG so all the nodes will start to exchange DIO,
DAO and DIS messages to create the topology and to
maintain it. After a while the optimum DAG will be
achieved and every node of the network can be reached
from the Host-PC.

B. Clustering and CHs Selection

Once the network is up and stable the nodes start
sensing and transmiting the measurements taken with
the sensors including also the measurement of the Volt-
age level of their own battery, this will be important later
on for PSO. On the Host PC we publish all the data to
the internet and update the value of the batteries of the
WSN. Afterwards we divide the WSN on several clusters
using K-means and we select one of the nodes of each
cluster to become the CH. We will now explain briefly
k-means and PSO algorithm:
Kmeans is a technique already used on different appli-

cations for WSN [6], it aims to partition N nodes into M
cluster with each node belonging to the cluster with the
nearest mean distance. It uses an iterative refinement
technique, and it involves two different phases. On the
first phase on each iteration all nodes are reassigned to
their nearest cluster centroid all at once, afterwards the
cluster centroids are recalculated. Sometimes this phase
does not converge to a solution that is a local minimum,
so on phase two the nodes are reassigned one by one and
if by doing so it reduces the sum of Euclidean distances
from a cluster then cluster centroids are recalculated.
This individual reassignment is done to all the nodes
one by one on every iteration. With the second phase
k-means will converge to a local minimum.
Once the Clusters are created the CHs are selected

using PSO, a technique also used on WSN [7]. PSO is a
Multi Objective Optimization method that was inspired
by the social behavior of a bird flock or a fish shoal.
The PSO algorithm works by having a population (or
swarm) of n candidate solutions (particles) and they are
moved around the area of interest trying to look for the
global maximum, on this specific scenario the number
of particles will be the same number of clusters defined
by k-means so that each particle moves over just one
cluster. The movement of each particle is defined by the
velocity (1) and (2) equations:



Vi(k+1) = φ(k)+α1[γ1i(pi−Xi(k))]+α2[γ2i(G−Xi(k))]
(1)

Xi(k + 1) = Xi(k) + Vi(k + 1)∆t (2)

Where i is the particle index, k is the discrete time,
p is the best position found until that iteration, G is
the best global position, γ is a random number between
0 and 1, α is acceleration constant and φ is the inertia
(this might also be a function).
On each iteration the velocity and the position of

each particle is updated and global objective function
is calculated. The objective function used on this paper
takes into account three different aspects of the selected
nodes: the voltage level of the batteries of the nodes,
the Distance from the nodes to its cluster centroid and
the total area of coverage created by the selected nodes.
We try to find the nodes with the highest battery level,
while minimizing the distance from the selected CHs to
the centroid of their cluster. The OF evaluated on PSO
is:

OF = max(
n∑

i=1

Vi

max(V ) −
|Di|

max(D) + C) (3)

Where Vi is the voltage on the battery on node i,
max(V) is the maximum Voltage reported from all the
nodes, Di is the previously calculated distance from the
node i to its custer’s centroid, max(D) is the maximum
distance from all the nodes to its cluster. Finally C is the
percentage of the area covered from the area of interest.
To calculate the coverage we made approximations using
images, to do this we first draw an image of N × N

pixels in black, then we positioned the selected nodes
and we colored in white all the nearby pixels that where
at a distance less than the coverage radio. This resulted
on an image with overlapped circles, our expectation
was that the OF would minimize the circles overlap by
selecting nodes that were ideally 2 times the radius of
coverage apart. With the coverage image we calculated
the percentage of pixels colored on white from the whole
Image. The best solution found by PSO were selected
as the subset of nodes. An example of an execution of
K-means and PSO with randomly positioned nodes is
shown on Figure 4.

(a) A 6LoWPAN Network diplayed on a 100m2 area. 30 nodes
randomly positioned are shown on Blue. The Sink node on the
center of the figure at coordinates (50,50).

(b) The same network after K-means algorithm was executed.
6 different Clusters are shown on different colors.

(c) After executing PSO 6 nodes (One of each cluster) are
selected as a CHs.

Figure 4: K-means and PSO execution on Matlab



On Figure 4a we see 30 nodes disposed on random
positions with the Sink node being at the center of the
image at (50,50). On Figure 4b we see the same net-
work now clustered by K-means into 6 different clusters
differentiated on the figure with 6 different colors. As
the positions were randomized we can see that all the
clusters except green cluster has 4 or more nodes. After
several iterations the CHs were selected by PSO, on
Figure 4c the Clustered network now has CHs marked
with a red X on top of it. The resulting Coverage image
of the CHs is shown on 5. On this figure the Coverage of
the 6 selected nodes and the Sink is about 89.7% while
the coverage estimated without PSO was about 99.6%
including all the nodes of the network. This means that
if we selected only 6 nodes plus the sink the battery
of 23 nodes will be extended while keeping the same
information based on the assumption that the coverage
radius is known.

Figure 5: Contiki Network Stack

C. Topology reconstruction

Now that the CHs selection was done the network
topology is reconstructed so we defined that CHs will
keep sensing and sending data to the Host PC, while
Non-CHs will now enter a low-power mode. From Matlab
a UDP Message is sent to all the nodes with their
configuration message, for Non-CHs we sent command
"CH0" and for CH command "CH1". This was the new
behavior defined for Non-CHs:

• The node does not use its sensors.
• The node does not send any messages to the Host.
• The node starts using Radio Duty Cycling (RDC).
• The node changes its RPL mode to Leaf Mode.

1) RDC: As stated before we implemented RDC for
Non-CHs, this layer is part of the Data Link layer on
the Contiki Network Stack previously shown on Figure
3. The RDC layer handles the sleep period of the nodes,
this layer is in charge of sensing the medium and de-
ciding when to transmit a package received from upper
layers. RDC makes sure that the parent node is awake
and ready to receive packages. Different drivers can be
implemented on this layer, here we used Contiki-MAC
driver for RDC which in its lowest rate of operation (8Hz
Channel Check Rate) will keep the radio off for 99% of
the time saving a lot of energy. Selecting a low channel
check rate saves a lot of energy on the nodes but it delays
neighbor discovery making topology construction rather
slow. So we turned on RDC on the non-CHs and we kept
it off over CHs.

2) Leaf mode: We implemented RPL leaf mode on
the Non-CHs so that these nodes do not have any
childs, saving energy and making communication faster
(given that these nodes have now a RDC). RPL defines
two modes of operation: mesh mode and leaf mode
RFC[6550], on mesh mode the nodes can be reached
through the network and can be selected as Parents
and thus routing information through the DAG. On leaf
mode the nodes can also be reached trough the network
but can not be selected as Parents so they will not route
any messages on the DAG. On Contiki a node can be
defined as mesh mode or leaf mode during compilation-
time, but it can not be changed during run-time. We
modified the RPL library on Contiki to change during
run-time a node from mesh mode to leaf mode. The
specification defines some rules for the leaf node that
can be found on the RFC[6550] Section 8.5. One of
the rules is that a node on leaf mode must advertise a
DAGRank of INFINITE_RANK on their DIO messages.
As a result we modified RPL libraries on Contiki so that
when a node receives the "CH0" command it will start
advertising INFINITE_RANK on its DIOs. This will
make their current children to select a new parent and
leaving the Non-CHs as leaf nodes.



D. Disjoint Path Construction

After reconstructing topology we stopped RPL exe-
cution to save battery on all the nodes and to test the
algorithm capacity to self-heal without the help of RPL.
To stop RPL the Sink broadcasts a "Stop" message to the
IPv6 broadcast address and the message was repeated
once by all the nodes that received it for the first time.
This resulted on a static DAG that is not modified by
RPL.

After stopping RPL we created the Disjoint paths
on all the CHs nodes (if possible) so that back-up
routes where created to avoid network disconnection
in case a parent node died. To create this Disjoint
paths we implemented our own protocol based on N-
to-1 protocol [8]. To implement the disjoint paths we
created a ’disjoint message’, this message has only two
fields branch_def ,branch_ID. Branch_def is a boolean
defining if the disjoint message comes from the sink or
not and branch_ID is the branch ID included on the
message.

Initially the Sink starts the process by broadcasting
the disjoint message 0,0. Every node, that hears this
message creates a new branch with his own ID (last octet
of his IPv6 address) replacing the fields Branch_def to
1 and Branch_ID with his own ID, for example node 0f
would broadcast 1,ff3. The nodes that receive a disjoint
message with Branch_def=1 would add the sender node
to his disjoint parents table with the information of the
sender’s ID and the Branch they are part of. If the sender
node is its own parent they will become part of the same
branch as their parent and re-broadcast their new branch
ID to all it’s neighbors.

This algorithm has a big change compared to N-to-
1 because N-to-1 algorithm stores on each hop the full
route to the sink. Given that we executed RPL on fully
stateful mode we do not need this overhead and also
sending all the IPv6 address of the path would end up
on a extremely big message.

E. Dead Node Detection and Correction

To detect that a parent is dead or unreachable
for other reasons (for example interference) a simple
lightweight heartbeat was implemented. After the net-
work has its disjoint paths defined the nodes initializes
a hearbeat counter in 0 and starts sending periodically
a "heartbeat request" to its parent, if this node receives

an "hearbeat reply" the counter is reinitialized. After 5
hearbeat requests with no reply the node assumes his
parent is dead, the node then selects a new parent from
the disjoint parent table and informs the Host-PC the
ID of the "dead node". With this information Matlabs
re-selects the CHs excluding the dead node from the
possible CHs, this makes the algorithm proposed here
a self-healing algorithm.

IV. Tests and Results

To check the performance of the algorithm we made
several tests over a simulated WSN using Cooja Simu-
lator and a we also performed tests over a small real
WSN. We evaluated the network in terms of energy
consumption on all of the test to verify how much of
the energy was being saved.

A. Cooja Energy Test

To check the performance in terms of Energy on the
network we implemented a WSN on the Cooja simulator,
here we initially tested all the layers from the algorithm
that did not involve Matlab by manually selecting the
CHs to check RPL metrics, packets received and others
using Collect-view tool from Cooja. The topology im-
plemented is shown on Figure 6 where the node 1 is the
Sink node and the other 24 nodes are normal nodes that
send the information they gather through their sensors.
Using the sky motes on Cooja we tested the algorithm
selecting the nodes 6,8,17 and 20 manually as CHs.

Figure 6: Toplogy used for the test on Cooja simulator

To calulate on Cooja the energy consumption we use
the power rpofile Energest [9] in Contiki OS to record all
the energy consumption on each device. Energest tracks



the power state to estimate the energy consumption
from the activities: Rx (packet receptions),Tx (packet
transmissions),CPU (CPU in active mode ),LPM (Low
Power Mode or standby mode on the CPU). Using the
formula 4 on each activity the power consumption is
calculated.

EC = Energest_V alue× Current× V oltage
Rtimer_Sec×Runtime (4)

Where EC is the energy consumed, Energest_value is
the value givent by the energest profile on the selected
activity, current is the current consumed, voltage is the
supply voltage, Rtimer_sec is the number of ticks per
second on the rtimer, runtime is the run time between
two Energest track points.

Adding the current consumption on each activity we
estimated the overall energy consumption.On Figure
7 we can see the Historical consumption on all the
devices on the network. On this Figure it can be seen
that the 4 CHs consume approximately 60mW while
working on normal operation while the Non-CHs would
almost always use less than 5mW. With this average
consumptions we can estimate the duration of a charged
battery on a CH node (sky mote based) and a Non-CH
node.

Figure 7: Historical power consumption on the sky motes
on Cooja

After completing this test we then we proceeded to
perform the energy test consumption over real nodes and

we also tested the performance of the network on a small
deployed WSN.

B. Real Node Tests

To evaluate the Energy consumption on the real nodes
we used the Re-mote designed by Zolertia. We recorded
the measurements of current consumption of two nodes
using a 3.7V Li-po battery on each node. One of the
nodes worked always as a CH and its average consump-
tion was 28mA approximately as seen on figure 8a with
some peaks of 32 mA due to message transmission or
other processes. On the second node we made the same
test but during the test we changed the node operation
state from CH to Non-CH so its consumption changed
drastically as seen on Figure 8b. Here it went from 28mA
on CH mode to almost 5mA on Non-CH mode.

(a) Current consumption of a CH node

(b) Current consumption of a node changing from CH to Non-
CH

With the average consumption we estimatid the du-
ration of the node with a fully charged battery on a



CH node and a Non-CH node. The batteries used had
a capacity of 1300mAh so for a CH node the estimated
duration of the battery would be 1300mAh

28mAh ≈ 46h and for
a Non-CH node the estimated duration of the battery
would be 1300mAh

5mAh ≈ 260h, this would make the Non-CHs
nodes last almost 6 times more than the CHs nodes.
Then we implemented a simple test on the Department

of electronics engineering on the faculty of Engineering
at the Pontificia Universidad Javeriana. 7 nodes were
deployed on this floor and all the nodes sent the instan-
taneous voltage on the battery on a UDP message to the
host PC.On Figure 9 is shown a map where the nodes
where deployed. On this map the nodes are identified by
the last octets of their IPv6 address.

Figure 9: Network deployment Test, the nodes are iden-
tified by their last 2 octets of their IPv6 addresses. The
Border-Router is identified by the "BR" letters on the
map

With a Web server application running on the Border
router we could read the neighbors of the Border routes
(specified by the local link- address fe80::1) and the
routes to the nodes on the network. Using a Google
Chrome Browser we typed the address of the Border-
Router and we obtained the result shown on Figure 10.

On the web browser we could see that 5 of these
nodes were neighbors of the sink (1 Hop) and on
the routes list we found out node that the node
with the address fd00::212:4b00:616:ff3 is a child of
fd00::212:4b00:615:ab2f (2 Hops to the Sink).

For the Tests the following nodes were selected as Non-
CH:

Figure 10: Web Browser application. Routes and Neigh-
bors of the Border Router are sent to the Browser on
HTTP format

• fd00::212:4b00:616:ff3
• fd00::212:4b00:616:f3f
• fd00::212:4b00:616:f3d

Initially the batteries were almost charged to its max-
imum. The Maximum voltage level for our batteries goes
up to almost 4 V and rapidly discharges to stay on
3.7 V. The battery sensor on the nodes can measure
maximum 3.5 V so we began the test and waited for the
batteries to discharge while gathering data from every
sensor of the nodes and sending them every 30 seconds
including the voltage level of their own battery. After
more than 30h since the nodes started reporting the
battery level we obtained the Average Voltages per hour
shown on Figure 11. The nodes fd00::212:4b00:615:aa72
and fd00::212:4b00:615:ab05 discharged their batteries
completely. We can see from the figure that while the
CHs nodes consumed their batteries faster, the Non-CHs
stayed with their battery level over 3.5V.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a multi-layered algorithm
for self-healing on WSN. Here we can see that on a very
high dense network we can optimally select a subset
of nodes using K-means and PSO saving the batteries
of many nodes. The battery saved and the network
lifetime depends directly on the number of nodes and
the coverage area assumed on each node. If the area of
interest could be covered by a few nodes then most of
the other nodes can be set on low power mode extending



Figure 11: Contiki Network Stack

network lifetime.
On this paper we used several assumptions to simplify

the analysis such as link quality between the nodes
are good but on normal scenarios interference, path
loss, and other phenomenoms could deteriorate the link
quality and make the links uni-directional or interfered
completely. Taking into account the link quality and
making a matrix connectivity could be an interesting
work to extend the algorithm that we presented here.

This algorithm is useful to select the best possible
nodes from a network assuming that there is a area
covered by a node that has a circular form on which the
variation of the measured variable is very low so nodes
that send redundant information of the same area are
not needed and we can save the battery by going into
low power mode and stay as back up nodes to extend
the lifetime of the network.

As a future work a more efficient mechanism could be
implemented to save the battery from the nodes selected
as Non-CHs; this kind of work was out of the scope of
the work and we focused on selecting what nodes should
go to low power modes and using RDC as "low power
mode" for the selected nodes to check the behavior of
the network.
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